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 Features and Specifications Resolution: 24-bit/96kHz 3-band parametric EQ Automatic chromatic key tracking for guitarists
Scales: C-major, A-major and D-major scales 1-octave chromatic tuner Pedal tuner for bass, guitar and other effects Phase
invert toggle Low-pass filter Aux send and receive for external instruments Up to 3 input channels XLR or 1/4” outputs 5.1
surround sound or stereo output Note: Ableton Live’s limitations with streaming audio to audio devices (e.g., VST plugins,
guitar pedals, etc.) make the use of NewTone particularly challenging in those scenarios. Main Channels The NewTone is a

versatile, complex and inspiring plugin. If you’re looking for a true analog tone generator for guitar, bass or other instruments,
the NewTone might just be for you. Virtually any sound you can imagine can be generated from NewTone. You can play around

with the filters for that unique tonal twist, or keep it simple with just the EQ and control. There are 3 available band EQ
sections: A triple band Low-pass EQ, featuring a resonant filter for high and low frequencies, and three band EQs: High-pass -
Emphasizes the top-end of the signal Mid-pass - Emphasizes the center of the signal Low-pass - Emphasizes the bottom-end of
the signal Once you’ve recorded a tone, the key feature of NewTone is its ability to capture the energy of the signal and manage

it in real time. If you’ve ever used a compressor, it’s like that. The peaks are lifted, while the lows are preserved. The top-end
and the bottom-end of the signal are also boosted and rolled off. The NewTone acts as a compressor by controlling the peaks
and the noise of the signal and then uses an innovative “digital reverb” to mimic the properties of analog tape delays. At the

heart of NewTone is a powerful X-to-Y converter that uses a matrix of 23 band EQs for the X-axis and a handful of selectable
parameters (ranging from 82157476af
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